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LUKE SEERVELD, GAFFER

Luke Seerveld (’85) says he’s usually the “old guy” on the set these days—but producers keep asking for his services.

Thirty years as a gaffer and the wealth of expertise he’s gained keep him busy lighting film and video shoots in and around Silicon Valley and the San Francisco Bay area. In fact, people around the world have benefitted from his expertise through the more than 40 posts on his YouTube video blog, “Meet the Gaffer.”

“I’m just a small outfit,” he says, but the list of people he’s made look good by the way he lights them ranges from Apple CEO Tim Cook to Basketball player Stephen Curry to House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi to pop star Lady Gaga. Lighting setups for companies like Google, Netflix, Apple, Microsoft, Oracle, NFL films, and many others make up a photo record that helps him recall how he solved specific problems, provide a teaching tool for lighting seminars, and remind him how to bill his clients.

Seerveld notes with irony that he usually enters buildings from the back, through a loading dock or service entrance, but then ends up going to the CEO’s office to set up for an interview.

“It’s a sort of blue-collar-meets-white-collar experience and a perspective I always enjoy,” he says.

“As he flips through some of the photos that document the jobs he’s done, Seerveld uses words like “rigging” and “C stand,” “key light, scratch light, fill light,” “hard light and soft wrap.” Over the years, as he’s built up his expertise, he’s also built up his collection of gear, moving from a van to a two-ton truck to carry his equipment from job to job and regularly upgrading his equipment to keep up with the dramatic and rapid changes in lighting technology. The evolution of digital and LED technology means being a gaffer is dramatically different from what it was when he started as a recent Dordt graduate, but that also keeps it interesting. One thing has remained constant, though—his faith continues to shape the way he sees the world and does his work.
"Lighting can be done from a Christian perspective," he says. A philosophy major and film buff in college, he learned the nuts and bolts of his profession through experience, but his education gave him the tools to think and learn and relate. He likes to use a cardboard frame to help show how he—and everyone—frames the stories they are telling, whether the message is verbal or visual. At workshops, he hands each participant a piece of poster board and has them cut a hole to make a small frame.

"You choose which frame to use—not only what you put in but also what you leave out," Seerveld says. He gets involved in the whole process of a video shoot, interacting with his clients and trying to make sure that the way he lights the shoot fits the producers goal and the integrity of the people involved.

"The face is important," he says. "How you light a face tells the story on an emotional level." It also shows respect for the person being filmed and for the producer’s intentions.

It takes much more than a good camera to tell a story. A close look at ads or films on your screen gives some clues, but comparing a final product with photos of the setup used to shoot a scene might surprise you. The lighting possibilities are many and involve problem-solving skills and creative thinking. Some assignments give a gaffer plenty of time to plan.

Some demand quick action following minimal pre-planning. A major corporate announcement builds in time to carefully think through and work with a company on the kind of impact they want to make. A quick, live announcement by a politician doesn’t. And lighting experts learn what techniques soften the effects of an aging chin when shooting an older person or how to effectively light a person who shows up with thick, reflective glasses.

In the black-and-white video world of a generation ago, camera lenses were not only less sharp, but camera people often wanted a softer look—sometimes even putting a nylon stocking behind the lens. Things are very different today.

"With 4K or even regular HD, you see everything," says Seerveld. And he means everything. Working with the director of photography and the make-up artist, an experienced gaffer can help the viewer focus on the intended story—not an unintended distraction.

After graduating from Dordt in 1985, Seerveld moved to Minneapolis/St. Paul to attend Film in the Cities, a small two-year program. Based on his work on a few professional shoots landed through a family friend, he was exempted from the first year and ended up leaving before he actually completed the program. But it was enough to launch him into his life’s work. A family friend from California doing a shoot in Minneapolis hired him as an assistant camera person. They liked his work and took him on other assignments. At a local video production company, he became the “fix-it guy,” a grip, an electrician—whatever was needed.

"It was a great experience," Seerveld recalls, so much so that he decided to load his few belongings in his pickup and head for San Francisco where he had a couple of contacts. He “did some free stuff”—assisting producers, helping electricians, working as a Grip. He traveled between San Francisco and Los Angeles working on some low budget films, a miniseries, joining the IATSE union, and learning the ropes for a couple of years. Marriage and a daughter changed his focus. He bought his own
Seerveld talks with Dordt students about the ins and outs of gaffer work.

“What I thought wasn’t my ideal of a wonderful life has actually turned out to be a very wonderful life.”

— Luke Seerveld (‘85), gaffer

Alumni Notes

Nathaniel J. Zylstra (‘98) received his law degree from Yale Law School. He has practiced in many institutions, including Biol & Benson, PLLC and Faegre Baker Daniels; he was also a law clerk to the Honorable Roger L. Wollman on the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit. Now, Zylstra is returning to the Minneapolis office of Faegre Baker Daniels as counsel, where he helps clients resolve commercial and financial disputes, claims of trade secret misappropriation, and class actions. He has represented manufacturers, technology companies, and service providers on regional, national, and international levels.

Stephanie Baccam (‘97) has been named Executive Director of Finance and Risk Management at Dordt College.

“I was drawn in by the passion that the staff and faculty have for helping train and guide Dordt students,” says Baccam. “I am excited for the opportunity to be part of the campus, and I hope to bring a similar passion with me into this role and help Dordt continue to grow and pursue its vision.”

Baccam has worked as a staff auditor at the Iowa’s Office of Auditor of State and as a contract administrator and an accounting supervisor for the Harbor Group. Baccam earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in accounting and business administration at Dordt College.

Brian Huseland (‘93) is a fifth-grade teacher at Northwest Christian School near Spokane, Washington. In June, Huseland took part in an international Protestant schools camp in Wittenberg, Germany, a project organized by a partnership between the Evangelische Kirche in Deutschand and the University of Bamberg. Alongside Christian high schools, students, and teachers from countries like Brazil, Rwanda, the Netherlands, and the Philippines, Huseland recognized and celebrated the importance of the Reformation to inspire a new generation. He assisted in presenting the banner for GPEN (Global Pedagogical Network) to launch this fall.

“I am thankful for opportunities to meet new friends and to hone our craft and encourage one another to apply the insights of the Reformation to our time,” says Huseland.